Research fields of the Doctoral Programme in Science

The goal of the programme is to train doctors of physics, mathematics, biomedical engineering, computer science, and industrial engineering and management to serve in the academic world, public sector, and industry and commerce.

The departments responsible for the doctoral programme are: Department of Neuroscience and Biomedical Engineering, Department of Applied Physics, Department of Mathematics and Systems Analysis, Department of Computer Science, and Department of Industrial Engineering and Management. The research fields of the Doctoral Programme are based on the strong research tradition of the departments at Aalto University School of Science.

More information about Doctoral Programme in Science

Summer break of the SCI Doctoral Programme Committee

The summer break of Doctoral Programme Committee of School of Science is from 30 June to 12 August 2018. This will affect the evaluations and e-mail meetings of the pre-examination statements.

The deadline for the pre-examination statements is at midsummer. Those statements that arrive before midsummer (or latest on Monday 25 June morning) will be evaluated during the week after midsummer (week 26). After the week 26, there will be no evaluation or e-mail meetings for the next 6 weeks. This means that the evaluations and e-mail meetings start again 7 weeks after midsummer.

For more information, please contact the Doctoral programme office at the School of Science.

Newsletter for doctoral students and professors at the School of Science, June 2018

You can read the latest newsletter from the Newsletter-page.

News

Research Ethics Course for Doctoral Students 12.10.-12.11.2018
6 hours ago

Aalto Day One 2018–2019: Lukuvuoden avajaispäivä || Opening of the academic year 5.9.2018
27.06.2018

Petri Suomala Aalto-yliopiston opetuksesta vastaavaksi vararehtoriksi
27.06.2018

Uudet opintojen hyväksilukuohjeet 1.8.2018 - Nya anvisningar för tillgodoräknande av studier - New instructions for credit transfer
6 hours ago

Aalto 10km/5km tulee taas 16.9. Tule mukaan!
10 hours ago